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Abstract: K. Borsuk proved that the intersection of a decreasing sequence of AR’s is a funda- 
mental absolute retract (FAR) and he raised the question whether every FAR can be obtained 
hr tiis way ([3), Problem 9.6, p.74). The purpose of this paper is to give an &&mat&e answer 
by proving the stronger assertion that every FAR is the intersection of a dec. easing sequence of 
Hilbert cubes. An analogous result for the finite-dimensional case is also established. 
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The notition of shape, introduced by K. Borsuk [ I. 1, [ 21, gives_ a classi- 
fication of metric compacta coarser than the homotopy type (see also 
[ lo]). A compact metric space X is said to be of trivial shape, Sh X = 0, 
provided it has the shape of a point. In particular, every contractible com- 
pactum is of trivial shape. Borsuk has shown that metric compacta of 
trivial shape coincide with fundpmental absolute retracts (FAR’s), a shape 
invariant class of compacta any Jgous to AR’s (see [ 41, Theorem 7. I, or 
[9], Theorem 4). orsuk has ahso shown that the intersection of a de- 
creasing sequence of F R’s is again a ([3], Corollary, p.73) and has 
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urthermore, 2n + 3 the product P X II+ n + 1 I+ collapses to P. Consequently, i 
collapses to f(CP). Since ,f(CP) is a cone, it coillapses to a point. We thus 
conclude that the polyhedron R is collapsible. 
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